Interictal epileptiform discharges shape large-scale intercortical communication
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Dynamic interactions between remote but functionally specialized brain regions enable complex information processing. This intercortical communication is disrupted in the neural networks of patients with focal epilepsy, and epileptic activity can exert widespread effects within the brain. Using large-scale human intracranial electroencephalography recordings, we show that interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) are significantly coupled with spindles in discrete, individualized brain regions outside of the epileptic network. We found that a substantial proportion of these localized spindles travel across the cortical surface. Brain regions that participate in this IED-driven oscillatory coupling express spindles that have a broader spatial extent and higher tendency to propagate than spindles occurring in uncoupled regions. These altered spatiotemporal oscillatory properties identify areas that are shaped by epileptic activity independent of IED or seizure detection. Our findings suggest that IED-spindle coupling may be an important mechanism of interictal global network dysfunction that could be targeted to prevent disruption of normal neural activity.
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Introduction

Co-ordinated oscillatory activity between brain regions facilitates neuronal communication and mediates diverse brain processes. These intercortical interactions establish temporally specific effective connectivity, thereby regulating information flow (Fries, 2005; Buzsaki and Schomburg, 2015) and promoting long-term plasticity (Benchenane et al., 2010; Igarashi et al., 2014).

Interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) and seizures are pathological hypersynchronous patterns of brain activity that are localized in patients with focal epilepsy (Rosenow and Luders, 2001; Bartolomei et al., 2017). However, neuropsychological, structural and functional indicators suggest that these patients’ brains demonstrate abnormalities that extend beyond the region from which IEDs and seizures can be recorded (epileptic network) (Bettus et al., 2011; Englot et al., 2016; Lagarde et al., 2018; Tong et al., 2019). The mechanisms by which epileptic activity interacts with and shapes these large-scale neural networks in the human brain remain mostly unknown and have implications for associated neuropsychiatric dysfunction and progression of focal epilepsy.

Non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep is a critical brain state for long-range intercortical communication, and strongly contributes to consolidation of memory within distributed cortical networks (Diekelmann and Born, 2010). A key electrophysiological marker of this brain state is the thalamocortical spindle (9–16 Hz) (Steriade et al., 1993; Diekelmann and Born, 2010). Evidence implicates spindles in regional information processing: (i) brain area specific changes in spindle properties occur after learning (Gais et al., 2002); (ii) artificially increasing the coupling of spindles with other patterned oscillations improves memory (Maingret et al., 2016); and (iii) neural spiking sequences from waking experience are replayed during spindles (Johnson et al., 2010; Sawangjit et al., 2018). In parallel, IED frequency is often increased in NREM sleep, and can be influenced by the slow oscillation (Frauscher et al., 2015) as well as sleep phase (Ujma et al., 2017). In an animal model, hippocampal IEDs can evoke spindles in an anatomically remote but synaptically connected cortical region, and this pathological coupling correlates with impaired memory (Gelinas et al., 2016). Pilot data suggest that similar coupling occurs in patients with epilepsy (Gelinas et al., 2016).

We hypothesized that IEDs in patients with focal epilepsy can couple with spindles, creating pathological functional connectivity that enables epileptic activity to exert influence beyond the epileptic network. To test this hypothesis, we analysed intracranial EEG (iEEG) data from patients with focal epilepsy who required large-scale electrophysiological monitoring to localize seizures during clinical work-up for epilepsy surgery. We demonstrate that IEDs occurring throughout the cortex can reliably induce spindles, generating individualized patterns of IED-spindle coupling. Regions that respond to IEDs with expression of spindles are distinct from the epileptic network, and display altered oscillatory spatial extent and propagation. These IED-driven, spatiotemporally-specific patterns of abnormally coordinated brain activity could provide a mechanism for large-scale disruption of neural network function in focal epilepsy, potentially contributing to impairment of processes that heavily rely upon intercortical communication, such as cognition and memory.

Materials and methods

Subjects

We analysed iEEG recordings from 10 patients with focal epilepsy who underwent clinical electrode placement as part of the work-up for epilepsy surgery. Gathering and analysis of these data were approved by the Institutional Review Board at New York University Langone Medical Center (NYULMC), and all data collection occurred at this institution. Informed written consent was obtained from all patients according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Each patient had a configuration of electrodes implanted based on clinical need, including subdural grids and strips, as well as depth electrodes. Patients with focal epilepsy with continuous high quality iEEG recordings that included at least one 8 × 8 subdural grid (1 cm electrode spacing, centre to centre) in the absence of major cortical lesions were eligible for analysis. The majority of patients had normal neuroimaging; when lesions were subsequently resected they were pathologically identified as focal cortical dysplasia or low-grade tumour. All patients had a similar number of electrodes available for analysis (Supplementary Table 1). Recordings included waking and sleep epochs; no task-related data were analysed.

Clinical reports

We obtained the clinical iEEG reports for each patient’s hospital admission. Each report detailed the date, time, semiology, onset and propagation of seizures, as well as clinical localization of IEDs. Data were clinically interpreted using a combination of referential montage (referenced to epidural electrodes) and bipolar montage (based on pairs of neighbouring electrodes). Epochs of iEEG data corresponding to these seizures were identified for further analysis.

Intracranial EEG data preprocessing and detections

Epochs of sleep were identified by immobility (lack of change in a motion vector extracted from synchronized video files) in concert with increased delta/gamma frequency ratio in the iEEG spectrogram. Referential data were imported into MATLAB and resampled from 512 to 1250 Hz for compatibility with previously validated analytical toolboxes. IED detection was performed on all electrodes, using a combination
of frequency, amplitude and duration parameters: (i) bandpass filtering at 25–80 Hz and signal rectification; (ii) detection of events where the filtered envelope was >3 times above baseline; (iii) elimination of events where the unfiltered envelope was <3 times above baseline; and (iv) elimination of IEDs occurring within 500 ms of another IED to prevent over-correlation due to a run of IEDs (Gelinas et al., 2016). Detected IEDs had waveforms consistent with typical interictal spikes and/or sharp waves, and were variably associated with an aftergoing slow wave (Supplementary Fig. 1). Spindle detection was performed based on wavelet-derived power and duration parameters. A ratio of normalized autoregressive wavelet-based P\textsubscript{AR} was first calculated based on the following equation:

\[ P\textsubscript{AR} = \frac{P\textsubscript{epi} - (P\textsubscript{low} + P\textsubscript{high})}{P\textsubscript{epi} + (P\textsubscript{low} + P\textsubscript{high})} \]  

where spindle band power (P\textsubscript{epi}) was based on 10–20 Hz, low band power was based on 2–8 Hz (P\textsubscript{low}), and high band power was based on 25–40 Hz (P\textsubscript{high}). Spindle events were identified when the ratio crossed zero and was >0.1 for a minimum of 300 ms and a maximum of 3 s. We detected both fast (13–15 Hz) and slow (9–12 Hz) spindles using this approach. All detections were visually inspected for accuracy for each recording session.

### Intracranial EEG electrode localization

Localization of intracranial electrodes was performed based on reconstruction of subject-specific pial surfaces, co-registration of pre- and post-implant MRI images, a combination of manual and automatic localization of electrodes, and subsequent co-registration to a standard template brain (Yang et al., 2012). MNI coordinates and the gyral location of electrodes (determined based on cortical parcellation using the Desikan-Killiany atlas) (Desikan et al., 2006) were used for across-subject localization comparisons. For visualization of group data, electrode MNI coordinates from patients with right hemisphere electrodes were converted to corresponding left hemisphere coordinates.

### Intracranial EEG spatiotemporal analysis

We used a combination of freely available, online MATLAB toolboxes (Freely Moving Animal Toolbox; http://fmatoolbox.sourceforge.net; Chronux; http://chronux.org) and custom MATLAB code. Cross-correlograms, calculated using a modified convolution method (Stark and Abeles, 2009), enabled temporal correlation between detected events. Spindles were designated as coupled to an IED if they occurred within 1 s after the IED. Power was extracted using wavelet transformation (Gabor). Spatial extent of oscillations was determined by two methods, which provided complementary results: (i) cross-correlation of detected events and identification of electrodes with significant zero time lag values; and (ii) determination of wavelet-based coherence at the time of detected events.

### Intracranial EEG phase analysis

#### Initial processing

To extract spindle phase, we first applied a third order 10–15 Hz bandpass Butterworth filter to the local field potential recordings from all the electrodes within the 8 × 8 subdural grid at the time of each detected spindle (spindle trial). Filtered data were downsampled to 125 Hz and Hilbert transform was performed to extract the instantaneous phase of the spindles. We compared this method to cycle-by-cycle time domain analysis (Cole and Voytek, 2018). The peaks, troughs and flank midpoints in individual spindle cycles were identified and a phase time series was estimated by interpolating between the theoretical phases at these points. We obtained similar results in the instantaneous phases and their gradients extracted using these two methods (Supplementary Fig. 4D and E). We did not incorporate electrodes of subdural strips or depths in this analysis, due to their inconsistent geometry relative to adjacent electrodes.

#### Calculation of phase gradient directionality

We computed the phase gradient directionality (PGD) to quantitatively assess whether spindles behaved as travelling waves across the cortex. PGD is a measure of the alignment of phase gradients of oscillations over space (Rubino et al., 2006). If the PGD exceeds a threshold value, the oscillations in that space exhibit wave-like travelling for which the direction can be estimated. We sought to determine PGD values across a spatial extent that consistently demonstrated amplitude coherent spindles to minimize spurious phase values that could be elicited by filtering. Across patients, this spatial extent was found to be a cluster of 3 × 3 electrodes (Supplementary Fig. 4). We verified expected variations in PGD based on cluster size, with smaller clusters exhibiting higher PGD values (consistent with phase gradients that are highly aligned over a short distance), and larger clusters exhibiting lower PGD values (consistent with the primarily spatially localized nature of the oscillations) (Supplementary Fig. 5). Therefore, we characterized systematic variations in the spindle phase across a region of nine electrodes organized in a 3 × 3 cluster. By sliding this window over the entire 8 × 8 electrode space, we obtained a total of 36 oscillation clusters for each patient grid. For each cluster and its corresponding number of spindle trials, the instantaneous phase at the start time point of the spindle was extracted. Having obtained a spatial array of instantaneous phase values, we computed the PGD as:

\[ PGD = \frac{\|\nabla\varphi\|}{\|\varphi\|} \]  

If a cluster contained noisy or missing electrodes, the instantaneous phase for those electrodes was interpolated using neighbouring phase values. We identified the spindle trials that demonstrated significant PGD values (PGD > threshold) and estimated the propagation directions across those trials by calculating the angle between the average horizontal and vertical phase gradients of that cluster.

#### Determination of threshold for phase gradient directionality significance

For each patient’s subdural grid, we computed a single threshold to determine the significant PGD values in all oscillation events.
clusters. We identified five test clusters located on the corners and centre regions of the grid. For each cluster and spindle trial, we shuffled the phase values across the $3 \times 3$ region for 500 iterations per spindle trial and computed the median PGD for each iteration. The 95th percentile of this shuffled phase distribution signified the PGD threshold for that cluster. We averaged the threshold values across the five test clusters to obtain the final PGD threshold for each patient’s grid electrodes. PGD values that exceeded this threshold in each $3 \times 3$ cluster were classified as significant.

**Consistency of directional travel**
For significant PGD values, we calculated the consistency of directional travel [i.e. the degree to which spindles travelled in preferred direction(s)]. Because the preferred travelling direction of a population of spindle events is not necessarily unimodal, we convolved the histogram of the spindle direction angles with a finite Gaussian window and estimated the 95th per cent confidence intervals using a Poisson distribution (Stark and Abeles, 2009). The maximum of the angle bins that surpassed the upper bound of the confidence interval represented preferred direction(s) of spindle travelling in each cluster. To determine clusters that expressed both a high proportion of travelling spindles and highly preferred direction(s) of travel, we calculated a modulation index (MI) based on the histogram of spindle propagation angles as follows:

$$MI = \frac{hist_{\text{max}} - hist_{\text{mean}}}{hist_{\text{max}} + hist_{\text{mean}}}$$

For each patient, we determined the histogram mean per cluster (local mean), and the mean of all cluster histograms combined (global mean). When the local and global means differed by more than an order of magnitude, the global mean was used to calculate the modulation index; otherwise the local mean was used. This approach enabled identification of the region with the highest number of travelling spindles with consistent direction of travel regardless of the variability in this property across the grid.

**Statistical analysis**
Differences between groups were calculated using non-parametric ranksum (Wilcoxon) or ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis with Bonferroni correction) depending on the nature of the data analysed. Probability distributions were compared using two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. Correlations were calculated using a correlation coefficient matrix based on the covariance of input variables. Error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM). Significance level was $P < 0.05$.

**Data availability**
The authors confirm that the data supporting the findings of this study are available within the article [and/or] its Supplementary material. Additional data are available from the corresponding author, upon reasonable request.

**Results**

**Interictal epileptiform discharges induce spindles in patients with focal epilepsy**

To explore the influence of IEDs on large-scale cortical networks, we analysed sleep iEEG data from patients with implanted subdural grid arrays combined with subdural strips and depth electrodes to localize seizure foci before resective surgery. We first detected and localized electrodes expressing IEDs for each patient (IED electrodes; Supplementary Fig. 1) and identified co-occurring activity patterns across all other brain regions. IEDs were observed to propagate to areas within the epileptic network (Supplementary Fig. 1). In accordance with previous results (Gelinas et al., 2016), some electrodes displayed an increase in spindle power (9–16 Hz) within 1 s of IED occurrence, whereas others showed no change in any power band (Fig. 1A). We hypothesized that this IED-spindle coupling reflects a pathological connectivity that enables epileptic activity to disrupt function beyond the network of IED and seizure propagation.

To test this hypothesis, we quantified and characterized the interaction between IEDs and spindles across the full spatial extent of recorded brain regions. Cross-correlation of detected IED and spindle events revealed a subset of electrodes with significant temporal interaction between these neural patterns [spindle (SPI)-coupled electrodes] (Fig. 1B and C). Coupled spindles were initiated following IEDs at a mean latency of 0.51 ± 0.005 s. The strength of IED-spindle coupling was defined as the occurrence of spindles exceeding the 95th percentile of cross-correlation within 1 s after IED occurrence. IEDs located in diverse brain regions demonstrated spindle coupling, and coupled spindles were similarly expressed in numerous areas (Fig. 1D and Supplementary Fig. 1D). Nearly all IED electrodes could generate spindles, but the proportion of electrodes expressing spindles temporally coupled to IEDs ranged from 15–67% across patients (Supplementary Fig. 2).

**Medium and long-range connections are implicated in IED-spindle coupling**

We then investigated the anatomical distribution of IED-spindle coupling by localizing each IED and coupled spindle electrode to parcellated cortical areas (Desikan et al., 2006). IEDs occurring in each lobe could induce spindles, with temporal lobe IEDs (within lateral temporal and limbic cortex) inducing the greatest number of coupled responses (Fig. 2A). Lateral temporal and frontal brain regions most commonly expressed spindle coupling
Because IEDs were more common in the temporal lobe compared to other areas, we also estimated IED induction and SPI response potency by normalizing based on the number of electrodes capable of expressing IEDs or spindles, respectively in each brain region. This normalization revealed similar potency across lobes, with the exception of the occipital lobe, which was less likely to participate in IED-spindle coupling (Supplementary Fig. 2).

To gain insight into the anatomical substrate of IED-spindle coupling, we examined the pairs of IED-generating and SPI-coupled brain regions. A pair was identified if IEDs in a parcellated brain region resulted in a significant (≥95th percentile) cross-correlation with spindles in a brain region (Fig. 2C). Most SPI-coupled electrodes did not have detectable IEDs (90.2 ± 0.04%); only 7.6% of pairs were within the same parcellated brain region. IED-SPI pairs typically spanned more than one lobe (Fig. 2D), with the exception of frontal lobe IEDs, which tended to couple with other frontal cortical regions. Across all patients, the average distance between IED-SPI coupled electrodes was 6.2 ± 0.7 cm (Fig. 2E), suggesting that this pathologic coordinated brain activity often spans medium-to-long distances, rather than remaining a local network phenomenon. Anatomically and temporally separate populations of IEDs could produce distinct IED-spindle coupling patterns within an individual patient (Supplementary Fig. 2), establishing the regional specificity of these interactions.

**Brain regions that demonstrate spindles coupled to interictal epileptiform discharges are outside the ictal network**

We next examined the relationship between IEDs, IED-coupled spindles, and seizure activity. Electrodes were classified into five zones: seizure onset (earliest change from iEEG baseline), initial propagation (recruitment to ictal discharge within ≤1 s), middle propagation (recruitment within ≤5 s), late propagation zone (recruitment within ≤30 s) (de Curtis and Avoli, 2015), and unrecruited zone. The degree of co-localization between IEDs and seizure onset zone was highly variable across patients, but brain regions expressing IED-coupled spindles were consistently unlikely to participate in the initial stages of ictal activity (Fig. 3A–C). These areas were also relatively resistant to recruitment into seizure propagation (Fig. 3D), and were located an average of 6.1 ± 1.8 cm from the seizure onset centre (Fig. 3E). Thus, the network interactions established through IED-spindle coupling are distinct from the ictal network.

**IED-spindle coupling is associated with broader spindle spatial extent across the cortical surface**

We investigated whether the IED-coupled spindles exhibited different oscillation characteristics than spontaneous
spindles. The trigger-averaged spectrograms of coupled and uncoupled spindles were indistinguishable. Coupled spindles were marginally longer, higher amplitude, and lower frequency, though differences were not significant across all patients (Supplementary Fig. 3). Therefore, the temporal and morphological characteristics do not permit separation of IED-coupled and spontaneous spindles.

Spindles are commonly regional events, with restricted spatial distribution across cortex (Dehghani *et al.*, 2010; Andrillon *et al.*, 2011; Halassa *et al.*, 2011; Nir *et al.*, 2011). The broad and contiguous intracranial electrode coverage of brain regions allowed us to investigate spatial properties of IED-coupled spindles. Spindle waveform spatial extent was non-uniformly distributed across cortex (Fig. 4A and B). To quantify spatial extent, we used two complementary approaches: spindle cross-correlation and spindle band coherence (Supplementary Fig. 4). In each case, values were calculated for each pair of electrodes, and the amount of significant correlation or coherence resulting from each comparison was summated to provide an overall indication of spatial extent for each electrode. These approaches gave consistent locations of maximal extent for each patient (Supplementary Fig. 4). This location varied considerably between patients (Fig. 4C), supporting a patient-specific factor driving spindle spatial extent variability. Most patients had significant correlation between the spatial extent of spindles in a region and the degree to which this region expressed spindles coupled to IEDs (Fig. 4D and E). Together, these results suggest that IEDs may regionally modify cortical networks to enable broad expression of local oscillations.

**Spindles travel across the cortical surface**

Increased oscillatory spatial extent can be produced by a larger area expressing synchronous oscillations or by an enhanced capacity for oscillation propagation. We used...
PGD, which measures the alignment of phase gradients between neural oscillations (Rubino et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2018), to investigate these mechanistic possibilities. We empirically defined the spatial geometry over which to probe the PGD as the largest symmetrical electrode grid that consistently displayed simultaneous increases in spindle band power (cluster of 3 × 3 electrodes) (Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5). By calculating the PGD for each overlapping electrode cluster contained within the 8 × 8 iEEG subdural grid implanted in each patient, we determined whether spindles were significantly propagating in a given region by comparing to a distribution of shuffled phases. Spindles (59.3 ± 1.4%) had significant PGD values, indicating that they travelled across cortex (Fig. 5A and B and Supplementary Fig. 5). Traveling spindles variably had preferred direction(s) of travel (16% no preferred direction; 27% one preferred direction; 57% two preferred directions; 0% >2 preferred directions) (Fig. 5C and E). We derived a measure to jointly reflect proportion of spindles with significant travelling and strength of directional travel (modulation index; Fig. 5C and D). The modulation index was calculated for each electrode cluster, and it displayed spatial variation across each patient’s subdural grid (Fig. 5D), indicating that spindles exhibited maximal directional propagation in specific regions that overlapped with the zone expressing spindles coupled to the patient’s IEDs (Fig. 5F).

**Spindle spatial extent and travelling predict brain regions influenced by IEDs**

Electrodes with the largest spatial extent of spindles and highest propensity for spindle propagation were significantly co-localized (Fig. 6A and Supplementary Fig. 6), suggesting that enhanced travelling could account for the broad spatial coverage. Given the overlap of these properties with expression of IED-induced spindles, we hypothesized that maximal spindle spatial extent and travelling could predict brain...
regions influenced by IEDs. Using a predictor based on the intersection between spatial extent and propensity to travel, we found that 81.7 ± 0.08% electrodes with significant IED-spindle coupling could be accurately predicted (Fig. 6B and C). Thus, IED-induced spindles are associated with regionally enhanced spatial extent and travelling.

**Discussion**

We demonstrate that IEDs functionally interact with diverse and remote cortical regions in the human brain via induction of coupled spindles. Anatomical patterns of IED-spindle coupling are patient-specific, but consistently localized outside of the seizure onset zone. Further, spindles in brain regions targeted by IEDs have larger spatial extent and higher tendency to propagate compared to spindles in regions unaffected by IEDs. These altered spindle properties predict brain regions distinct from the epileptic network that express neural activity patterns coordinated with IEDs, reflecting interictal network dysfunction that could possibly contribute to cognitive co-morbidities and disease progression.

We found IED-induced spindles in each patient of our cohort, suggesting that it represents a conserved reaction to epileptiform activity in cortical networks. Spindles can be induced by synchronous synaptic input to cortical circuits, as occurs in response to physiological oscillations (for instance, hippocampal sharp wave ripples) (Siapas and Wilson, 1998; Wierzynski et al., 2009), as well as exogenous electrical or magnetic stimulation (Massimini et al., 2007; Vyazovskiy et al., 2009). The hypersynchronous neural firing associated with an IED likely generates a similar effect in cortical tissue (Bragin et al., 1999), resulting in
a coupled spindle oscillation. We demonstrated that spindles occur within a well-defined time interval after IEDs in humans, and that IEDs can drive cortical neural spiking at monosynaptic latencies in animals (Gelinas et al., 2016). These characteristics suggest that pathological neural firing conveyed through synaptic interactions initiate IED-spindle coupling. However, IED-related neural firing could be conveyed to cortex via cortico-cortical or thalamocortical synapses (Alarcon et al., 1997; Bourien et al., 2005), and subsequent expression of spindles should recruit thalamocortical circuits (Steriade et al., 1993). The similarity in the duration, frequency, and amplitude between coupled and uncoupled spindles supports the same basic neural substrate in their generation.

Insight into the pathways that support IED-spindle coupling can be gained by examining the anatomical relationship between pairs of regions that demonstrate these interactions. We were optimally positioned to assess these relationships due to the broad cortical electrode coverage in each patient, reducing bias associated with restricted sampling of neural signals. Pairs were located on average 4.6 cm apart (substantially larger than the width of a gyrus) (Thompson et al., 1996) and typically consisted of two distinct brain regions based on cortical parcellation.

Thus, IED-spindle coupling in the human brain involves predominantly medium to long-range, rather than local, connections.

IED-spindle interactions were consistent with white matter connectivity patterns (Hagmann et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2017). There were prominent interactions between limbic/temporo-polar cortex and ventrolateral frontal cortex (Sedat and Duvernoy, 1990), as well as between lateral temporal, dorsolateral prefrontal, and parietal cortices (Schmahmann et al., 2007), in keeping with tractography-defined networks (Dosenbach et al., 2007). However, the anatomical distribution of IED-spindle coupling was also highly individualized. Similar variability occurs in the propagation of seizures and IEDs across patients with anatomically comparable epileptogenic lesions (Alarcon et al., 1997; Proix et al., 2017), and even in resting state functional connectivity across normal subjects (Mueller et al., 2013).

Another factor that predicted IED-spindle coupling was the location of the epileptic network. Spindles coupled to IEDs were consistently observed in brain regions that did not generate IEDs and seizures. These regions were also unlikely to be recruited into early stages of seizure propagation. Therefore, expression of spindles temporally locked

Figure 5  Localized spindles travel across the cortical surface in regions with IED-spindle coupling. (A) Sample raw traces from 15 electrodes of a subdural grid revealing a spatially localized propagating spindle (shaded yellow box; scale bar = 250 ms). (B) Traces from (A) filtered at spindle band (10–15 Hz) with rectified envelope in red. Inset shows expanded filtered traces from four electrodes within shaded yellow box, revealing consistent phase shifts (scale bar = 150 ms). (C) Modulation index extracted from the distribution of significant propagation angles from sample highly modulated electrode cluster (left) and minimally modulated electrode cluster (right). Dashed green line indicates the mean of the significant propagation angles across all the electrode clusters within the subdural grid (global mean) and dashed red line indicates the mean of the significant propagation angles in the individual electrode cluster (local mean). ‘a’ and ‘b’ represent the measures used to calculate modulation index (refer to Materials and methods’ section). (D) Modulation index across a sample subdural grid; warm colours represent high modulation index. Red shaded box shows region displaying maximal IED-spindle coupling. (E) Polar plots demonstrating the propagation directions for the electrode clusters shown in (C) (left). Directions of preferred spindle travelling for all electrode clusters across a sample subdural grid are shown (right); note that the majority of clusters have two preferred directions of travel (blue and black arrows). (F) The majority of electrodes expressing spindles coupled to IEDs fall within the zone of maximal travelling modulation index (green circles). Red circles show the percentage of high modulation index electrodes outside of the IED-spindle coupling zone.
to IEDs likely reflects a directional interaction from the epileptic to the non-epileptic zone. The brain regions outside of the active ictal area during a seizure (Englot et al., 2008; Schevon et al., 2012) or immediately surrounding an IED focus (Serafini and Loeb, 2015) display neural firing and oscillations suggestive of increased inhibition. IED-spindle coupling in rats is associated with a strong inhibition of neural firing for hundreds of milliseconds prior to the start of the spindle oscillation (Gelinas et al., 2016). Regions of IED-spindle coupling ‘surround’ the epileptic network, suggesting that these areas receive synaptic activity generated by IEDs, but can mount an inhibitory response that prevents IED propagation.

Cross-correlation and coherence analysis of spindles in our patients supports the strong local expression patterns of these oscillations (Caderas et al., 1982; Nishida and Walker, 2007; Dehghani et al., 2010; Andrillon et al., 2011; Halassa et al., 2011), though some spindles have a more global distribution (Muller et al., 2016). We also found evidence that regionally restricted spindles can travel across the cortical surface, consistent with travelling waves in other frequencies in the awake human brain (Takahashi et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2018). We found that spindles in brain regions expressing IED-spindle coupling have a larger spatial extent and higher propensity to travel compared to those in brain regions without IED-coordinated activity. Increased frequency-specific coherence between functionally-related brain regions and travelling waves correlate with successful task-based information processing (Hipp et al., 2011; Samaha and Postle, 2015; Rohenkohl et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). In contrast, lack of functionally segregated network activity is associated with immature neural networks and impaired neurocognitive performance (Dosenbach et al., 2010; Ibrahim et al., 2014). IED-induced increases to coherence and travelling of spindles could disrupt the spatiotemporal specificity of these oscillations and impair functional neural computation.

Focal epilepsy is associated with brain dysfunction that extends beyond the epileptic network (Bettus et al., 2011; Englot et al., 2016; Lagarde et al., 2018; Tong et al., 2019). This dysfunction may contribute to cognitive impairments in these patients (Hermann et al., 2006) and prime the brain for further spread of the epileptic network.

Figure 6 Maximal spindle spatial extent and travelling predict brain regions influenced by IEDs. (A) Region of maximal spindle spatial extent (left) and maximal spindle travelling modulation index (right) obtained by watershed analysis of a sample patient’s subdural grid. The regions representing the union between these measures are identified in blue (bottom). (B) Regions of significant spindle coupling (left) to IEDs generated at regions marked on the right for the same patient as in A. Regions of IED-spindle coupling are identified in yellow (bottom). (C) Overlap between regions of maximally extensive propagating spindles and regions expressing spindles coupled to IEDs (green). (D) Percentage of overlap between regions of maximally extensive propagating spindles and regions expressing spindles coupled to IEDs across all patients with > 20 significant IED-spindle pairs (n = 8).
(Sato et al., 1998; Velisek and Moshe, 2003), but lack of mechanistic understanding limits approaches to treatment. Our results identify IED-spindle coupling as a consistent but individualized pattern of dynamically coordinated interactions between the epileptic network and surrounding brain regions. Brain regions that exhibit this coupling also display altered capacity for oscillatory expression and propagation that persists beyond the epochs of coupling, allowing them to be identified even in the absence of IEDs. IED-spindle coupling may therefore play a role in establishing the altered global connectivity observed in patients with focal epilepsy. Detection and manipulation of these patterns of coordinated brain activity (Maingret et al., 2016) will permit causal testing of this hypothesis and may present new opportunities for therapies to address distributed network dysfunction in epilepsy.
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